
Princess V40
GBP 544'824 inkl. MwSt.

Hersteller

Princess Yachts
Art

neu, auf Bestellung
Zustand

neu

Länge

12.98 m
Breite

3.81 m
Tiefgang

1.02 m
Material

Kunststoff GFK

Motor

Volvo D6-340
Motorleistung

2 x 250 kW / 340 PS
Antriebsart

Z-Antrieb
Treibstoff

Diesel
Brennstofftank

730 l

Frischwassertank

322 l

Beschreibung
Auch andere Motorisierung lieferbar! Preis ab Werk Plymouth!

Herzog Marinecenter AG
Städerried 5, 6053 Alpnachstad | +41 41 672 91 91 | info@herzog.ch | http://www.herzog.ch
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☐  Volvo Joystick control (Must be specified at time of order) £27,949.00

☐  Bowthruster (60 Kgf) £7,205.00

HULL COLOUR
☐  White Gel Coat Finish

(with dark grey water line, black antifouling, canopy 
feature lines, screen brow & engine canopy vent in Oyster 
Grey. Hull and bathing platform fendering is white with 
stainless steel insert)

N.E.C.

☐  Additional painting of canopy body and radar arch in 
Oyster Grey

£11,718.00

INTERIOR FURNITURE
☐  Rovere Oak interior wood satin finish

(random block walnut galley floor as standard)
N.E.C.

☐  Ash interior wood satin finish 
(random block light oak galley floor as standard)

£10,578.00

☐  Silver Oak interior wood satin finish
(random block walnut galley floor as standard)

£10,578.00

☐  Walnut interior wood satin finish
(random block walnut galley floor is standard)

£10,578.00

☐  Walnut interior wood gloss finish
(random block walnut galley floor is standard)

£13,745.00

☐  Saloon to have timber floor in place of carpet  
Companionway stairs are in the same timber

£4,627.00

 Standard helm console is Anthracite Grey with helm seats 
in White Marine Vinyl with Comfort Exterior III Met 
Sterling contrast
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ENGINES & DRIVE

Volvo 2 x D6-340 DP, 2 x 340 mhp (Diesel)                                                   £544,824.00

Volvo 2 x D6-380 DP, 2 x 380 mhp (Diesel)                                                   £557,796.00
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☐  Sunbed option aft seat extension with sliding backrest so as 
to convert to sunbed as required.  

The seat extension is teak decked for both practical use and 
attractive appearance when the removable cushion is not in 
place.  The underseat access hatch to the stern locker is 
increased in size so that large items can be easily stowed.  
The cockpit cover, supplied as standard, covers the whole 
area of the seat extension

£3,702.00

 
☐  Aft cabin to have sliding double berth conversion £1,967.00

☐  Aft cabin to have full length settee/third berth by not fitting 
drawer unit and extending the seat (6ft/1.83m long)
 

N.E.C.

☐  Heat reflective blind (fitted in place with suction caps) to 
saloon overhead skylight.
 

£324.00

GALLEY
☐  Carrera Grey galley countertop

 
N.E.C.

☐  Carrera White galley countertop
 

N.E.C.

☐  Grey Crystal galley countertop
 

N.E.C.

☐  Grey Horizon galley countertop
 

N.E.C.

☐  Ice Crystal galley countertop
 

N.E.C.

☐  Koko White galley countertop
 

N.E.C.

☐  Peakstone galley countertop
 

N.E.C.

☐  Solid Surface White galley counter top
 

N.E.C.

LAYOUT
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 Bathroom vanity tops are Carrera White Solid Surface (gloss finish) with Koko 
White Solid Surface (satin finish) floors
 

COLOUR SCHEME
 Colour scheme can be selected from the Quartz VIII range 
of fabrics and Quartz III carpet book as standard
 

 
☐  Additional charge for Milan X Collection fabric £2,049.00

☐  Additional charge for Quartz III Leather upholstery in 
Saloon (state colour choice below)
 
Colour: 
..............................................................................................

£3,108.00

☐  Additional charge for Platinum III Leather upholstery in 
Saloon (band A) (state colour choice below)
 
Colour: 
..............................................................................................

£6,427.00

☐  Additional charge for Platinum III Leather upholstery in 
Saloon (band B) (state colour choice below)
 
Colour: 
..............................................................................................

£8,399.00

DECK HARDWARE
 IMPORTANT - the maximum weight allowed for a tender, 
including outboard, is 100kg to ensure satisfactory handling 
& performance
 

☐  Sliding side window at helm position (aperture 42cm H x 
38cm L)
 

£1,584.00

☐  Tender chock base plates (2) in stainless steel
with interlocking flush deck fittings and incorporating strop 
attachment points

£1,513.00

☐  Electro-hydraulic telescopic passerelle 
(Letterbox type and including folding handrails)

£25,587.00

BATHROOMS
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 Passerelle wiring - in order to be able to use the remote 
control when the main battery master switches are off, the 
passerelle is wired directly to the domestic batteries via an 
isolation switch on the main AC/DC panel
 

☐  Passerelle to be wired via the master switch in addition to 
its own switch
 

N.E.C.

☐  Lightweight manually positioned alloy passerelle 
(a mounting socket is fitted in the transom platform and a 
storage box is fitted below the cockpit deck with access via 
a hatch in the face of the cockpit steps)

£2,611.00

☐  Transom platform to have electro-hydraulic lift mechanism  
 (Note: The safe working load of the platform is 250kg, 
however the maximum weight of tender and outboard 
should not exceed 100kg)

£31,214.00

☐  Transom platform teak to have split line
(filled with black silicon sealant) so that boat measures 
below the 12m rule (only applicable to boats that do NOT 
have the electro-hydraulic platform option)

N.E.C.

☐  Cockpit table to have telescopic legs (in place of standard 
fixed leg) and cushion so as to convert
(not applicable with sunbed option)

£2,081.00

☐  High capacity air compressor
in stern locker for rapid inflation of dinghy

£724.00

 
☐  Fit drop nose pulpit in place of standard wraparound £746.00

☐  Stern anchoring system 
 (16kg stainless steel Delta anchor with 50 metres lead 
weighted rope, electric anchor winch and rope storage bin 
located in engine room operated by hand held remote 
control)  Note: Not available if electro/hydraulic transom 
platform lift mechanism is fitted

£5,383.00

☐  16 kg stainless steel Lewmar Epsilon anchor with stainless 
steel Lewmar swivel, in place of standard 
 

£1,600.00
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☐  Additional 10m of 8mm galvanised anchor chain, to give a 
total of 40m
 

£141.00

☐  Teak laid side decks and foredeck
(Note: cockpit deck and transom platform are teak as 
standard)

£10,707.00

☐  Raised teak deck at helm position
(60cm wide x 10cm high) which folds up below helm seat 
when not required

£811.00

GENERATOR
 Price includes shore support changeover switch and remote 
control panel
 

☐  ONAN 4 kW/50Hz generator 
  (with hydrohush exhaust system and sound shield)

£20,571.00

☐  ONAN 6 kW/50Hz generator
  (with hydrohush exhaust system and sound shield)

£22,733.00

ELECTRICAL
☐  UK 220v/240v sockets

 
N.E.C.

☐  Continental 220v/240v sockets
 

N.E.C.

☐  Multi sockets in place of standard sockets (throughout craft) 
* please note that as these sockets will take various plug 
types it is the customers' responsibility to ensure that the 
appliance being plugged in matches the boats operating 
voltage. PYL cannot be held liable for equipment damage 
that results from a mismatch of voltages (not for use in USA 
or Australia)

£384.00

☐  AGM 90Ah batteries in place of standard (for start and 
domestic batteries) not applicable with generator option
 

£1,605.00

☐  AGM 90Ah batteries in place of standard (for start, 
domestic and generator batteries - when optional generator 
is selected)
 

£1,994.00
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☐  Ceramic electric hob (2 burner) in place of standard gas hob 
and gas system
 

£557.00

 
☐  Kenyon (electric) BBQ in cockpit wetbar £1,394.00

☐  12v Exterior splashproof power point (each - specify 
quantity and location)
 
Quantity: .................
Location: 
..............................................................................................

£378.00

☐  Extractor fan fitted to take air from below cooker/oven and 
discharge overboard (Homologation requirement in some 
Scandinavian countries).
 Note: only applicable if gas is fitted

£400.00

☐  Underwater transom lights (2 LUMISHORE SMX54 
Blue/White)
 

£3,751.00

☐  White low level cockpit and bathing platform LED lights 
(in addition to standard LED overhead lighting)
 

£476.00

AUDIO VISUAL & COMMUNICATIONS
 STANDARD AUDIO SYSTEM 
Incorporates:  Saloon -  Fusion Apollo MS-RA670 with 
DAB/Bluetooth.   Paired with Fusion speakers (2)    

Cockpit - Fusion waterproof speakers (2) linked to saloon 
audio      

Includes 2 x Fusion MS-ARX70 wireless remotes in black 
(supplied loose for later fitting)

☐  Saloon TV & Audio Package
   32" LED TV linked to standard Fusion unit.  Paired with 
Fusion speakers (2)

£2,054.00

☐  Master Cabin Audio Package
Fusion MS-SRX400 Radio/Wifi/Bluetooth.  Paired with 
Fusion speakers (2)

£1,497.00

☐  Master Cabin TV & Audio Package £4,535.00
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24" LED TV fitted with Fusion Apollo MS-RA670 
DAB/Bluetooth, Paired with Fusion speakers (2)

☐  Aft cabin Audio Package
Fusion MS-SRX400 Radio/Wi-Fi/Bluetooth. Paired with 
Fusion speakers(2)

£1,497.00

☐  Aft Cabin TV & Audio Package 
24" LED TV fitted with Fusion Apollo MS-RA670 
DAB/Bluetooth, Paired with Fusion speakers (2)

£4,535.00

☐  Exterior Loudspeakers (linked to saloon audio)
fitted in forward coach roof (under deck speakers - not 
visible and with changeover switch at radio position)

£605.00

☐  On-board Wi-Fi network 
incorporating external Wi-Fi and 4G/5G antenna for 
extended range. Enabling connectivity to onshore Wi-Fi 
networks throughout the vessel including external guest 
areas (Mobile internet connectivity requires an activated 
mobile data SIM card)

£5,929.00

NAVIGATION
 The V40 is fitted with Raymarine i70s colour multifunction 
display (for speed, distance, trip, depth, depth alarm, water 
temperature etc)
 

☐  Automatic pilot (Raymarine p70Rs with colour display and 
rate gyro)
 

£4,578.00

☐  Raymarine Axiom 2 Pro 12 Chartplotter/GPS
 with external GPS and 12.1" brilliant colour multifunction 
display

£6,113.00

☐  Raymarine Quantum Q24D Doppler 18" radar (only if 
chartplotter is specified)
 

£3,351.00

☐  Raymarine AIS Class B transponder interfaced with 
chartplotters
 

£2,200.00

 NB: Automatic Indentification System Class B both 
transmits and receives ship identification, position, course 
and speed information also please note the AIS installation 
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price does not include final commissioning which must be 
carried out locally once ship's name, call sign and MMSI 
number are known
 

☐  This craft is fitted with a Raymarine Ray 90 VHF - to 
ensure correct unit is fitted, please indicate VHF/RT DSC 
registration
 
VHF: 
   ☐ International
   ☐ USA

N.E.C.

☐  Raymarine chart plotters have background cartography 
only, which cover certain areas of the world, to ensure the 
correct version of plotter is fitted please indicate the area of 
use
Plotter: 
   ☐ European version
   ☐ Rest of world
   ☐ USA version

N.E.C.

AIRCONDITIONING
☐  Reverse cycle Airconditioning/heating (24,000 BTU)  

suitable for temperatures to 40°C (tropical)
 supplying saloon, forward & aft cabins and bathroom  
Recommended generator either 4 kW or 6 kW

£22,204.00

☐  Electrosea Electrostrainer fitted on air conditioning sea 
water inlet.
System is an all-in-one biofouling prevention and straining 
device that prevents marine growth on sea water pipes and 
reduces fouling of the air conditioning system impeller.

£6,875.00

☐  Dometic Breathe Ioniser air purification system to all A/C 
outlets.
(Note: Only available if optional air conditioning is 
selected)

£638.00

HEATING / DEMIST
☐  Windscreen demist system using warm air heater powered 

from calorifier
 

£2,113.00

☐  Eberspacher D4 Airtronic boat heating £12,199.00
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(includes special air silencer on heater air inlet and outlets 
in all cabins, saloon & bathroom).  Eberspacher heater 
outlet point in cockpit area with diverter valve

MOSQUITO SCREENS
☐  Mosquito screens for portlights £751.00

HOLDING TANK / TOILETS
 The standard black water tank (approx. 20 gallons / 90 
litres) includes a remote tank contents gauge. The toilet can 
discharge directly into the black water tank but also has the 
ability to discharge directly overboard via a Y valve fitted in 
the discharge line. The black water tank has both dockside 
and manual overboard discharge facilities fitted as standard

As standard, sinks and showers will discharge overboard
 

☐  Electric discharge
In addition to the manual overboard and dockside discharge 
facilities an electric overboard discharge system is fitted.  
The electric overboard discharge system incorporates an 
electric valve with timer.  When the pump is turned on a 
time delay allows the electric valve to open before the pump 
starts. When the pump is switched off the valve closes.  This 
means the through hull seacock does not need to be 
opened/closed every time the pump is switched on.  The 
through hull seacock is itself fitted with a micro switch 
which prevents operation of the pump when it is closed.  The 
electric valve has a manual override facility

£4,221.00

EXTERIOR UPHOLSTERY / CANVAS / COVERS
  Helm and cockpit seating is in white marine vinyl with Met 
Sterling contrast detail to helm seat plinth, back of helm 
seats, back of portside curved backrest and inlay to aft 
cockpit backrest cushions.  Foredeck sunbed cushions, if 
specified, are in cockpit white marine vinyl with Met 
Sterling contrast in headrest.   Met Sterling contrast piping 
to bottom of base cushions is also applied.        

The above colour selection has been carefully selected to 
match the anthracite black helm area and Oyster Grey finish 
through the wetbar and superstructure styling.         

Comfort Exterior III upholstery is available as an alternative 
at an extra cost
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☐  Helm and cockpit seating with contrast accents  in Comfort 
Exterior III Met with Met, Vogue or Hitch contrast 
 
Main Upholstery Colour: 
   ☐ MET ICE
   ☐ MET JET
   ☐ MET MACADAMIA
   ☐ MET METEOR
   ☐ MET PLATA
   ☐ MET STERLING
   ☐ MET STORM
   ☐ MET TAUPE
Contrast Colour: 
   ☐ NONE
   ☐ MET ICE
   ☐ MET JET
   ☐ MET MACADAMIA
   ☐ MET METEOR
   ☐ MET PLATA
   ☐ MET STERLING
   ☐ MET STORM
   ☐ MET TAUPE
   ☐ VOGUE CLOUD
   ☐ VOGUE EARTH
   ☐ VOGUE EUCALYPTUS
   ☐ VOGUE GARNET
   ☐ VOGUE NICKEL
   ☐ VOGUE NUGGET
   ☐ VOGUE SKY
   ☐ VOGUE SPACE
   ☐ VOGUE STONE
   ☐ VOGUE WATER
   ☐ HITCH ALLOY
   ☐ HITCH AVALANCHE

£1,032.00

☐  Helm and cockpit seating with contrast accents in Comfort 
Exterior III Vogue with Met, Vogue or Hitch contrast 
 
Main Upholstery Colour: 
   ☐ VOGUE CLOUD
   ☐ VOGUE EARTH
   ☐ VOGUE EUCALYPTUS
   ☐ VOGUE GARNET
   ☐ VOGUE NICKEL
   ☐ VOGUE NUGGET

£1,146.00
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   ☐ VOGUE SKY
   ☐ VOGUE SPACE
   ☐ VOGUE STONE
   ☐ VOGUE WATER
Contrast Colour: 
   ☐ NONE
   ☐ MET ICE
   ☐ MET JET
   ☐ MET MACADAMIA
   ☐ MET METEOR
   ☐ MET PLATA
   ☐ MET STERLING
   ☐ MET STORM
   ☐ MET TAUPE
   ☐ VOGUE CLOUD
   ☐ VOGUE EARTH
   ☐ VOGUE EUCALYPTUS
   ☐ VOGUE GARNET
   ☐ VOGUE NICKEL
   ☐ VOGUE NUGGET
   ☐ VOGUE SKY
   ☐ VOGUE SPACE
   ☐ VOGUE STONE
   ☐ VOGUE WATER
   ☐ HITCH ALLOY
   ☐ HITCH AVALANCHE

☐  Fit reticulated foam to all standard exterior cockpit seating 
in place of standard
 

£3,275.00

☐  Fit reticulated foam to all standard exterior seating/sunpads 
in place of standard (aft sunpad option)
 

£4,238.00

☐  Foredeck sunbed cushions with built in headrest in white 
marine vinyl with Comfort Exterior III Met Sterling contrast 
accents
 

£1,524.00

☐  Foredeck sunbed cushions with built in headrest in Comfort 
Exterior III Met with Met, Vogue or Hitch contrast accents
 
Main Upholstery Colour: 
   ☐ MET ICE
   ☐ MET JET
   ☐ MET MACADAMIA

£1,843.00
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   ☐ MET METEOR
   ☐ MET PLATA
   ☐ MET STERLING
   ☐ MET STORM
   ☐ MET TAUPE
Contrast Colour: 
   ☐ NONE
   ☐ MET ICE
   ☐ MET JET
   ☐ MET MACADAMIA
   ☐ MET METEOR
   ☐ MET PLATA
   ☐ MET STERLING
   ☐ MET STORM
   ☐ MET TAUPE
   ☐ VOGUE CLOUD
   ☐ VOGUE EARTH
   ☐ VOGUE EUCALYPTUS
   ☐ VOGUE GARNET
   ☐ VOGUE NICKEL
   ☐ VOGUE NUGGET
   ☐ VOGUE SKY
   ☐ VOGUE SPACE
   ☐ VOGUE STONE
   ☐ VOGUE WATER
   ☐ HITCH ALLOY
   ☐ HITCH AVALANCHE

☐  Foredeck sunbed cushions with built in headrest in Comfort 
Exterior III Vogue with Met, Vogue or Hitch contrast 
accents
 
Main Upholstery Colour: 
   ☐ VOGUE CLOUD
   ☐ VOGUE EARTH
   ☐ VOGUE EUCALYPTUS
   ☐ VOGUE GARNET
   ☐ VOGUE NICKEL
   ☐ VOGUE NUGGET
   ☐ VOGUE SKY
   ☐ VOGUE SPACE
   ☐ VOGUE STONE
   ☐ VOGUE WATER
Contrast Colour: 
   ☐ NONE
   ☐ MET ICE
   ☐ MET JET

£2,070.00
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   ☐ MET MACADAMIA
   ☐ MET METEOR
   ☐ MET PLATA
   ☐ MET STERLING
   ☐ MET STORM
   ☐ MET TAUPE
   ☐ VOGUE CLOUD
   ☐ VOGUE EARTH
   ☐ VOGUE EUCALYPTUS
   ☐ VOGUE GARNET
   ☐ VOGUE NICKEL
   ☐ VOGUE NUGGET
   ☐ VOGUE SKY
   ☐ VOGUE SPACE
   ☐ VOGUE STONE
   ☐ VOGUE WATER
   ☐ HITCH ALLOY
   ☐ HITCH AVALANCHE

☐  Fit reticulated foam to foredeck sunpad cushion in place of 
standard
 Note only applicable with Foredeck sunbed cushion option

£1,049.00

☐  Grey canvas anti-reflective cover to horizontal area behind 
windscreen (easily removable, located by poppers)
 

£319.00

☐  Windscreen covers (specify colour choice below)
 
Colour: 
   ☐ Black Mesh
   ☐ White Mesh

£816.00

☐  Cockpit tonneau cover (specify colour choice below)
 
Colour: 
   ☐ GREY
   ☐ DARK BLUE

N.E.C.

☐  Sun awning on stainless steel telescopic frame and vertical 
supports in white canvas
 

£6,037.00

☐  Full height cockpit cover
with removable sides and back (on telescopic stainless steel 
frame and vertical supports) in place of standard tonneau 

£6,659.00
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cover (top acts as sun awning when sides are removed)  
(specify colour choice below)
Colour: 
   ☐ GREY
   ☐ DARK BLUE

ACCESSORIES
☐  Princess China (5 piece)

 consisting of plate, side plate, bowl, cup & saucer) - 6 place 
setting

£973.00

☐  Princess Glasses  
 (6 wine, 6 tumbler)

£535.00

☐  David Mellor 'Paris' Cutlery (6 pieces)
6 place set

£1,059.00

☐  Towels - one hand and one shower  (set) White with grey 
logo  (specify quantity below)
Quantity (per set): .................

£151.00

☐  Fender socks with Princess logo (each) (specify quantity 
and colour choice below)
Quantity: .................
Colour: 
   ☐ GREY
   ☐ DARK BLUE

£65.00

SIGNWRITING
☐  Signwriting details (applied in black vinyl finish) (complete 

information below
 
NAME: 
..............................................................................................
PORT: 
..............................................................................................
COLOUR: 
..............................................................................................
STYLE: 
..............................................................................................

£368.00

MANUALS
 The Princess Owner's Manual will be supplied in the 
English language unless otherwise requested
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☐  Princess Owner's Manual to be supplied in the French 
language
 

N.E.C.

☐  Princess Owner's Manual to be supplied in the German 
language 
 

N.E.C.

☐  Princess Owner's Manual to be supplied in the Spanish 
language 
 

N.E.C.

☐  Princess Owner’s Manual to be supplied in the Italian 
language 

N.E.C.

SPARES
☐  1Kg Hull/Superstructure gelcoat (specify quantity below)

 
Quantity: .................

£70.00

☐  Additional fenders with ropes (28" x 9") each (specify 
quantity below)
 
Quantity: .................

£119.00

 
☐  Spare set of anodes for hydraulic bathing platform £119.00

 
☐  Spare set anodes (2 trim tab) £113.00

 
☐  Spare set of duo prop propellers (ie for one sterndrive) £6,345.00

SHIPPING
☐  Handover Preparation Pack £3,373.00

SEA DELIVERY
 Only allowed if previously agreed.  Distributor or Princess
Yachts Limited approved delivery skipper to collect.  Owner 
MAY NOT collect - Distributor must carry out pre-delivery 
inspection before handover to owner, irrespective of
whether craft leaves Plymouth by road or sea.

 NOTE:  PRINCESS YACHTS LIMITED LIABILITY FOR 
INSURANCE OF CRAFT CEASES FROM THE
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MOMENT THE DELIVERY SKIPPER OR 
DISTRIBUTOR GOES ABOARD THE CRAFT
 

☐  FUEL : Launch craft and make ready for sea delivery. This 
will include craft being filled with fuel (730 litres)
 

£1,184.00

☐  Compass adjuster to swing compass (only available with 
"launch craft and make ready for sea delivery")
 

£578.00

 
☐  Supply 5 litre container of engine oil £97.00

☐  Ecoworks for Princess
 - complete boat, sustainable cleaning solution. Including all 
concentrated products, washdown, engine, rib, teak deck, 
bilge, glass, all surface, laundry, fabric, washroom & heads 
cleaners, sanitiser, fog buster, wood & wax varnish, 
washing-up liquid, trigger spray bottles (x4) and  jute 
storage bag

£449.00

Authorised Signatory …………………………………….. Date …………………………..

☐  Sea Commissioning Charges £19,616.00

Herzog Marinecenter AG
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